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Abstract
Ceramics has high hardness but low density and has been used in defense to enhance the protection of human bodies or
vehicles against projectile penetration. Ceramics can defeat a ballistic threat by deforming and fracturing a metal projectile,
thus eliminate or reduce the depth of penetration in backing steel. This study investigates the penetration progress of a
tungsten alloy projectile into an Al2O3 ceramics (alumina) backed with high strength steel 4340. Depth of penetration tests
were conducted on ceramics/steel specimens by WNiFe projectiles at impact speeds around 1280m/s. Numerical
simulations corresponding to the test configurations were carried out using commercial software (Autodyn) and the
prediction of crater profile coincides with experimental results. Further simulations investigated the effects of specimen size
and boundary conditions on the total depth of penetration; the performance of metal ceramic structure against ballistic
penetration was explored and evaluated.
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1. Introduction
Ceramic materials or ceramic-based armors have been used to enhance the protection of aircraft, soldiers or
vehicles. The most common ceramics being used in armors are inclusive of alumina (Al2O3) and Silicon
carbide (SiC). Compared to steel, ceramics possesses characteristics of higher hardness but lighter density. The
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high hardness of a ceramic improves its ability to resist ballistic penetration of high speed projectiles. If the
hardness is sufficient high enough, a ceramics can cause the impacting projectile to be fractured and defeated
before it penetrating through. Ballistic performance of ceramics has been studied extensively, and depth of
penetration was usually used as a measure to evaluate the penetration performance [1, 2]. Previous studies
include investigations on the effect of front plate and confinement, thickness of ceramics, composition and
armor structural system, type of projectile, multi-layered ceramics and specimen scale on the failure
mechanism and ballistic performance [3-10]. Computational simulations were also carried out [11, 12] and a
novel element removal scheme for ceramics was introduced [13]. Extremely high speed penetrations on
ceramics by large length-to-diameter ratio projectile were also undertaken via reverse ballistic tests [14-18].
This study focuses on the penetration progress of a tungsten alloy projectile into alumina ceramics and high
strength steel 4340 at an impact speed around 1280m/s. Experiments using a two stage gas gun and numerical
modeling via Autodyn were performed and their results on the crater profile were compared. Further numerical
simulations verified the size effect and corresponding boundary conditions on the overall ballistic performance
of the metal ceramics specimens.
2. Depth of penetration test and simulation
The depth of penetration test was carried out using a two stage gas gun. Configuration of the projectile and
specimen (target) is illustrated in Fig.1. A cylindrical Al2O3 ceramics (Rc=51mm, Lc=25.5mm) was embedded
and glued to a cylindrical 4340 backing steel (Rs=76mm, Ls=152mm). A flat nose cylindrical tungsten alloy rod
(W4%Ni3%Fe, diameter 8.3mm, length 96.4mm) was propelled and impacted normally on the ceramic/steel
specimen along its central line (x axis), at a speed of 1283m/s. Photos of the tested specimen showed that the
ceramics was fully penetrated, resulting a residual penetration crater in the backing steel. The total penetration
depth (TD) is defined as the difference between the length a and the specimen length Ls, and was measured as
57.43mm; and the average diameter Id of the crater is around 16.9mm. To show the role of ceramics in armor
defense, a reference test with the same projectile at a speed of 1280m/s on a pure 4340 steel cylinder was
conducted and the penetration depth was measured around 50.84mm. As density of the ceramics (99.5% Al 2O3)
is only 3.89g/cm3, this largely reduces the areal density of the target without losing its capability in resisting
ballistic penetration.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic drawing of the ballistic test configuration and (b) photos of the tested specimen.

Corresponding to the configuration of testing, numerical simulation was performed to investigate the impact
progress and responses of ceramic and backing steel. To save computational time, a 2D axial symmetrical
model was constructed and solved using the commercial simulation software Ansys/Autodyn (Fig.2a). The
projectile and ceramics were modeled by SPH (smoothed particle hydrodynamic) parts with particle size
0.5mm. The cylindrical backing steel was represented by a Lagrange part with geometry erosion of 2.0; mesh
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size is 0.5mm around the impact region of R51x76mm and then gradually biased to 1mm at specimen outer
surfaces. Constrained boundary (fixed in x direction) is applied on the right end surface of the cylindrical
backing steel, to represent the boundary conditions of testing. The simulation was carried out from
commencement of impact till 0.2ms, which encompasses the whole penetration progress till rest/rebound of the
projectile. From the simulation results (Fig.2b), it was calculated that the final total penetration depth is
TD=60.40mm and average crater diameter Id=16.4mm, which are quite close to the experimental results.
To investigate the penetration progress, three monitoring points (gauges, as indicated in Fig.2a) are placed
respectively along the center line of the projectile and the outer side surface of the backing steel. In Fig.3a, the
x velocities of gauge #5 and #6 on projectile dropped quickly when the particles of these monitoring points
reached the impact interface. It is noted that the x velocity of gauge #4 almost kept its initial velocity and
started to drop abruptly at around 0.1ms towards zero, which led to a full stop of the residual projectile. As
there is a short portion of residual projectile after penetration in this simulation, this indicates the end of the
penetration progress and the total duration is about 0.136ms. These profiles of x velocity demonstrate the
distributions and variations of particle velocities along a projectile during a penetration, and show that for a
long rod projectile, severe deceleration only occurs when the particles come into the impact interface.
Likewise, the other interesting phenomenon is the development and variations of temperature along the
projectile during a penetration. As shown in Fig.3b, the project tip (gauge #6) and middle portion (gauge #5)
become molten (melting temperature 2263K, as prescribed by the model) upon involved into the impact
interface and continue to increase to even higher temperatures. However, temperature of the project butt (gauge
#4) increases gradually and only reached 475K at the end of the simulation (0.2ms). This demonstrates that
particle temperature is generated by the high adiabatic deformation of projectile front at impact interface;
conduction of heat has less effect for such transient penetration progress.
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Fig. 2. 2D axial symmetric modeling of the depth of penetration testing using AUTODYN; (a) material locations before testing and (b)
material status after penetration (at instant of 0.2ms).

During the penetration, lateral expansion of the ceramic and backing steel occurs due to the intrusion of the
long rod into the target. In this simulation, velocity boundary condition was set on the end surface of the
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backing steel with fixed value (Vx=0); this corresponds to the actual testing configurations. Therefore,
amplitude of the lateral displacements of the backing steel cylinder is a measure to reflect whether the lateral
size of the sample is sufficient to represent the target as a laterally infinite field. Fig.3c shows the lateral
displacements of the three gauges (#1, #2, and #3) set on the outside of the backing steel. It is seen that the
profiles fluctuate and reach maximum expansion value around 0.09mm. The profile of gauge #1 shows clearly
the three major fluctuations with periodical duration around 0.04-0.05ms. As prescribed in the model of the
sound speeds (10560m/s for ceramic and 5782m/s for backing steel), these lateral fluctuations should be
corresponding to the transient transverse wave propagating to and reflected back from the backing steel’s
outside surface.

(c)
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. (a) velocities and (b) temperatures of gauges on the projectile and (c) lateral displacement of gauges on the backing steel.

3. Effects of specimen size and boundary conditions on total penetration depth
During a ballistic penetration progress, the intrusion of projectile will induce severe deformations adjacent
to the crater in the backing steel. Figure 4 shows the material status corresponding to the penetration testing, at
the instant of 0.125ms when the plastic region in backing steel reaches the outmost. Outside this region (around
I45mm and length 100mm), material in the backing steel still responds elastically. In this case, it seems that
this specimen size is sufficiently large that it may be regarded as a semi-infinite entity – the boundary
conditions will be far-field constraints that will not affect total penetration depth as well as crater profile. To
verify this, boundary condition in the simulation (the fixed backing boundary as shown in Fig. 4) was removed
and the model of same size and meshes was recalculated with free boundary conditions (no constraints on its
outside surfaces); the simulation outcomes actually reproduce the same results: total penetration depth 60.4mm
and mean crater diameter 16.4mm.
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Fig. 4. The cracking in ceramics and upmost plastic region in backing steel (at instant of 0.125ms).

When the specimen is of limit size, the penetration depth will be affected and the boundary conditions to
specimen will have effects on the penetration results. To quantify these effects, a series of simulations were
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undertaken for models of different specimen sizes and boundary conditions; the projectile keeps same in
material and profile as well as impact velocity (1280m/s). To verify the size effect, two configurations were
considered for the models: one explores the effect of specimen lateral dimension, where specimen radius Rs
varies from 21mm to 76mm while keeping its length Ls fixed at 152mm; the other explores the effect of
specimen length, where specimen length Ls varies from 70mm to 152mm while keeping its radius Rs fixed at
76mm. To verify the effect of boundary conditions, three configurations were considered for the models: the
first is free boundary condition where no constraint applied on specimen; the second is fixed backing boundary
where x velocity is set to zero for the cylinder right end surface; and the third is fixed lateral boundary where
the x and y velocities are set to zero for the cylindrical outer surface. For the free boundary condition, the total
penetration depth should decrease with the increase of specimen size, and tends to converge to the value where
semi-infinite condition reaches. Before specimen size is sufficient large, the total penetration will be greatly
affected by the boundary conditions applied. Fig. 5 illustrates the penetration results for a short specimen
(Ls=70mm) while its lateral size is sufficient large (Rs =76mm). It is seen that for a less thick specimen (e.g.
backing panel), the penetration depth increases greatly (Fig. 5a, TD=71.20mm); the fixed backing boundary
quite over strengthens the model (Fig. 5b, TD= 61.06mm); the fixed lateral boundary has less effect on the total
penetration depth (Fig. 5c, TD=71.80mm), because the lateral size is sufficient large.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the effects of (a) free (b) fixed backing and (c) fixed lateral boundary conditions on the total penetration depth for
a radius 76mm length 70mm cylindrical specimen (at instant of 0.2ms).

From the simulations, results of the total penetration depth (TD) for specimens with different radius Rs and
different length Ls were obtained. For specimens with radius from 21mm to 51 mm, there is no steel flange
confining the ceramic. The result shows specimens of small diameter or short length will result in large total
penetration depth. If setting the total penetration depth (TD=60.40mm) of the specimen (radius 76mm and
length 152mm – the tested specimen’s size) as a reference value, the relative variation (RV) of different models
can be calculated. Positive value of RV denotes that the TD is larger than the reference value. Fig. 6 shows the
trend of this relative variation (RV) with the sizes of specimen and boundary conditions. The curves
demonstrate clearly the tendency of convergence when specimen size increases, and the over or under
estimation of TD if different boundaries are applied on small sized specimens. When the specimen size is
beyond dimensions around diameter 50mm and length 100mm, the relative variation tends to be negligible; this
actually coincides with the size of the upmost plastic region in backing steel during the penetration, as shown in
Fig.4. The effects of size and boundary conditions demonstrate the importance that (1) a proper size of
specimen should be selected according to the application requirements; and (2) accordingly, a proper jig or
fixation mechanism should be used to conduct the experiments; lastly, (3) proper boundary conditions should
be applied to the simulation model in order to correctly represent the applications as well as the experiments.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. The relative variation of total penetration depth of specimens with (a) different radius and (b) different length under different
boundary conditions.

4. Conclusion
Ballistic penetration tests were conducted on ceramics block backed with 4340 steel. Cylindrical projectiles
of tungsten alloy rod were used and launched by a two stage gas gun at a speed around 1280m/s. Numerical
Autodyn models were established and corresponded to the experimental setup. The simulation results showed
good agreement with the experimental results according to crater depth and diameter. Further investigations
were carried out through numerical simulations, to understand the effects of specimen size and boundary
conditions on the ballistic performances in terms of the total penetration depth. It is found that when specimen
size is limited, subjected to the same threat level of a projectile, the penetration depth varies and the boundary
conditions applied in simulation may result in over or under estimation in predictions. The minimum specimen
size that results a specimen free from the effect of boundary constraints, is related to the maximum plastic
region that is experienced by the specimen during a penetration.
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